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1. ATTITUDES, VALUES AND RULES 
 

1.1 Adaptation and emotional state excellent satisfactory unsatisfactory 

Has adapted to the pace of work in the FCBEscola Dubai X   

Player shows enthusiasms during practices/games X   

Shows confidence performing drills  X   

Is an extroverted and outgoing player X   

Acts in a prudent and well thought out manner X   

Shows involvement and motivation regarding to the proposed activities X   

Shows dominance and leadership within the team  X   

1.2 Sociability and habits of conduct always sometimes hardly ever 

Has a good relationship with teammates X   

Helps teammates when they are in need  X   

Player shakes hands with staff and teammates before and after practices/games X   

Socializes comfortably with teammates of other teams and categories  X   

Asks coach for help when he/she needs it in a polite manner X   

Reacts positively to coaches’ feedback X   

Has good communication and relationship with the coach X   

His/her attitude helps the work dynamic of the team X   

Helps pick up the equipment X   

Is respectful of FCBEscola Dubai facility and equipment X   

Knows the rules of FCBEscola Dubai and shows an effort to follow them X   
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1.3 Habits of work, personal and social always sometimes hardly ever 

Has initiative X   

Has a good working and learning pace X   

Adapts easily to coaches’ needs/demands during the training session X   

Keep silence when told by coach X   

Waits for his/her turn to speak X   

Is punctual to both practices and games X   

Has a good discipline X   

Knows how to share X   

Accepts that he/she may not always be the first or the best on the team X   

Is demanding of himself/herself X   

Recognizes his/her mistakes X   

1.4 Habits of order always sometimes hardly ever 

Brings his/her own water bottle X   

During practices and games, the player wears the uniform correctly (shirt tucked-in, socks 

below the knees, shin guards…  
X   

The player is organized and takes care of his/her belongings  X   

Is patient and respectful when coming into practices and leaving it X   

  

 

2. TECHNICAL CONTENTS AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE GAME 
2.1 Running with the ball  

Technical execution and level of understanding 
strong leg unusual leg 

great good  poor great good  poor 

Runs with the ball using different surfaces of contact  X   X  

Knows how to protect the ball from the opponent (technical cover)  X   X  

Runs with the ball with the head up  X   X  

Knows how to make turns in order to change the direction  X   X  

Knows how to change the speed according to the game needs  X   X  

Is able to apply this technical content to the game Correctly with difficulty unable 

 

2.2 Control  

Technical execution and level of understanding 
strong leg unusual leg 

great good  poor great good  poor 

Dominates different surfaces of contact  X    X  

Uses directional control according to the surroundings and thinking on the next action X    X  

Is able to apply this technical content to the game Correctly with difficulty unable 

 

2.3 Passing 

Technical execution and level of understanding 
strong leg unusual leg 

great good  poor great good  poor 

Understands and applies the concept of passing line  X    X  

Uses different surfaces of contact when passing X    X  

Is able to apply this technical content to the game Correctly with difficulty unable 

 

2.4 Dribbling (1v1)  

Technical execution and level of understanding 
strong leg unusual leg 

great good  poor great good  poor 

Uses feints in order to fake the defender (variety of dribbling) X    X  

Knows and applies the phases of dribbling (1v1) correctly   X   X  

Tries to dribble for the weak side of defender  X   X  

Adapts the pace of dribbling according to the defender  X   X  

Is able to apply this technical content to the game correctly with difficulty unable 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

2.5 Shooting 

Technical execution and level of understanding 
strong leg unusual leg 

great good  poor great good  poor 

Coordinates the movement of opposite arm when shooting X    X  

Looks at the goalkeeper’s position before shooting  X   X  

Looks for the reject after shooting  X   X  

Is able to apply this technical content to the game correctly with difficulty unable 

 

2.6 Tackle 

Technical execution and level of understanding 
strong leg unusual leg 

great good  poor great good  poor 

Holds position in order to time tackle correctly X    X  

Orients the body facing ball, waiting for the opposite mistake  X   X  

Assi ilates the asi  defe si e positio  laterally, lo  e ter of gra ity…   X   X  

Forces the attacker to tackle for his weak side  X   X  

Is able to apply this technical content to the game correctly with difficulty unable 

 

2.7 Interception 

Technical execution and level of understanding 
strong leg unable leg 

great good  poor great good  poor 

Intercepts the action with conviction X    X  

Intercepts with the furthest leg in order to assure the continuity of game  X   X  

Is able to apply this technical content to the game Correctly with difficulty unable 

 

 

 

 

3. TACTICAL CONTENTS 
     3.1 Offensive tactical contents 

Content worked and level of understanding excellent good poor 

Knows how to position taking advantage of width and depth X   

Understands and applies the concept of ball circulation X   

Gives support movements to the ball possessor X   

Prioritizes passes that overcome opponents  X   

Provides passing lines at different heights  X  

Understands and applies the concept of game speed  X  

Knows how to resolve ending situations of equality, numerical and superiority  X  

 

3.2 Defensive tactical contents 
Content worked and level of understanding Excellent good poor 

Knows how to close down spaces in order to stop rivals’ advance X   

Understands the concept of organized pressing X   

Understands the concept of pressing after loosing ball possession X   

Gives defensive support to teammates X   



 

 

 

4. GAME SYSTEM CONTENTS 
 

Content worked and level of understanding excellent good poor 

Understands the basic offensive concepts of 1-4-2-1 game system X   

Understands the basic defensive concepts of 1-4-2-1 game system X   

Acts in different positions and understands their functions X   

 
 

 

 

5. TRANSVERSAL CONTENTS 
 

Content worked and level of understanding Excellent Good poor 

Understands and applies the concept of attack-defense transition X   

Understands and applies the concept of defense-attack transition X   

Checks his/her surroundings before receiving ball (peripheral vision) X   

 
 

                   

 

FINAL OBSERVATIONS 

 

 We are very happy with Akram’s attitude and development this season. He has shown great progress and we would 

like to encourage him to continue to keep this up and keep moving forward, also with regards to the concepts explained 

and tactical game-play. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Albert Medall Mundet 

FCBEscola Dubai Technical Director 
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